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I. Introduction 
The purpose of this thesis project is to rev1ew the literature 
on the effectiveness of non-strabismic v1s1on training as measured 
by visual skills tests. Furthermore, a system is to be designed 
(applicable for possible use 1n the Pacific University Visual Train-
ing Clinic) to more efficiently gather pre and post visual training 
visual findings. 
A primary objection to visua l training has been the lack of 
good statistical studies which evaluate the effectiveness of train-
1ng in changing visual measures. Much of the literature evaluating 
the effects of v1s1on training consists of single case studies. We 
hope to establish a system to collect a more comprehensive, uniform 
set of data on large groups, to enable additional statistical stu-
dies to be done. 
The fi~st major set of criteria to evaluate the effectiveness 
of strabismic vision training was developed by Flom . 1 The Flom 
criteria for successful strabismic training requires: 2 
1. Clear, comfottable, single, binocular vision at all 
distances up to the near point of convergence, which 
its e lf ha s to be normal. 
2. St e r eopsis and normal ranges of motor fusion. 
3 . Occasional turning of the eye up to one percent of the 
time, provided that the patient is aware of the diplopia 
whenever it occurs. 
-1-
2 
4. Corrective lenses and small amounts of prism (up to five 
prism diopters) can be used. 
The Flom criterion was used in an effectiveness study by 
Etting. 3 Ludlam added to the Flom criterion the requirement that 
there be satisfactory binocular motility in all directions of gaze. 
Subsequently, the Flom criterion as modified by Ludlam was utilized 
. . b 1 4,5 6 ~n . effect~veness stud~es y Lud am and by Hoffman et. al. 
There has been less agreement upon a single set of visual mea-
sures to assess the effect of vision training ~n the non-strabismic 
vision training literature. For this reason, we chose to concen-
trate on the field of non-strabismic training. We also chose to 
exclude the fields of perceptual-motor, learning disability, and 
reading enhancement vision training. 
II. A Description of the Major Studies 
Early Studies 
Hirsch7 reported the results of V.T. on 48 patients with con-
vergence insufficiency. Eighty-five percent of these patients had 
symptoms of ocular discomfort or fatigue before V. T., the remaining 
15 percent were asymptomatic. The training administered consisted 
of between 6 to 20 sessions of exerc~ses with a refractor, roto-
scope , or stereo-orthopter. Success was defined as either an 
increase in the PFR to a value of 20/12 prism diopters, or a com-
plete disappear~nce of symptoms. Thirty-seven of the patients 
· reported no symptoms after V.T., also the average PFR went from 
12/2 p.d. pre-V.T., to 19/13 p.d. post V.T. 
. 8 
Moran (as reported by Manas) ordered the effect of V.I. on 
optometric findings. The findings, in order of ease of alterability 
3 
by V.T. are: PFC, PRC, Adduction, NFC, PRA, NRC, Abduction, NRA~'(, 
etc. (>'(indicated that this finding and those that followed it 
were definitely limited to change by V.T~). 
The Visual Efficiency Score 
9 Manas et. al. developed the Visual Efficiency Score (V.E.S.), 
an ordinal scale, to evaluate visual skills testing more objectively. 
The V.E.S. was used on patients in the Illinois College of Optometry 
Visual Tiainirtg Department starting in 1956. 
The V.E.S. evaluates overall performance on 20 visual skills 
tests. Of these 20 tests, 6 are performed outside a stereoscope 
(binocular and monocular rotations, saccades, near-far saccades, 
N.P.C., and Dander's amplitude of accommodation). Fourteen more 
tests are performed in a stereoscope, nine at far point, five at 
near: 
Far 
simultaneous perception 
fusion 
stereopsis 
accommodative facility (-2.50D) 
· lateral phoria 
vertical phoria 
visual efficiency OD/OS 
hand and eye coordination 
Near 
fusion 
macular suppression 
lateral phoria 
visual efficiency OD/OS 
Each of the 20 tests on the V.E.S. rece~ves a score between one 
and five. The V.E.S. is the total of e~ch of these 20 individual 
scores, and so ranges between 20 and 100; 
Manas performed a statistical study using the V. T. r~cords of 
200 randomly s e l ec t ed patients from the I.C.O. clinic who had com-
pleted 12 training periods and had complete visual data to calcu-
L1te the V.E.S. The training performed varied depending upon the 
type of problem. Monocular patients performed monocular rotations 
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and fixations, gross form fusion, and peripheral stereopsis exer-
cisea. Binocular patients ~eceived .monocular rotations and 
fi xation, accommodative rocks, and modified updegrave training. 
For these 200 patients, the twelve session basic training 
program resulted in a significant improvement in the V.E.S. (beyond 
the 1 percent level on the t-test). There was also a significant 
decrease in the dispersion of the V. E.S. units. 
Southern California Visual Performance Scale 
Schrock, in 1976, developed the Visual Performance Scale 
10 (V.P.S.). The V.P . S. is an ordinal sc~le deriv ed f r om pre~ 
·existing expecteds and norms. The tests required to perform the 
V.P . S. analysis are: 
1. The analytical ~xamination 
2. Ster eoscopic testing 
3. The Van Orden Star test 
4. Oculomotor testing 
(a) ocular motilities 
(b) N.P.C. 
(C) near point of accommodation 
The V.P.S. is divided into 10 categories (with 10 points per 
category) including: 
1. Pursuits 6. 
2. Saccadic fixation 7. 
3. Conver gence 8. 
4. Acconunodative amplitude 9. 
5. Accommodative flexibility 10. 
Acuity 
Binocular alignment 
Focus-alignment relationship 
Fusion 
Stereopsis/fusion 
Wold, Pierce, and Keddington evaluated the V.P.S. scores of 
1 . . b' 1 . b .f d f . . 11 · 00 consecut1ve 1nocu ar V.T. pat1ents e ·ore an a ter tra1n1ng. 
These patients ranged in age from 6 years, 5 months to 21 years, 4 
months. Each of these 100 V.T . patient s attended b~tween 22 and 53 
one hour trainirtg s essions, with approximately seven 8-minute pro-
cedures performed at each session. All training consist~d of 
standard optometric procedures, 1.e. no academic or perceptual 
training was done. Each patient's training program was indivi-
dually designed. However, some of the commonly used training 
techniques were: 
Walking rail 
Chalkboard bimanual circles 
V .0. stars \-lith peripheral circles 
V.O. stars 
Ball push 
V .0; fixations 
Pursuits 
Accommodative Rocks (monocular and binocular) 
Monocular and binocular updegrave 
Vectogram float 
Vectogram jump 
Vergence float (correct-eye-scope) 
Jump ductions (tel-eye-trainer) 
Distance prism rock 
Cheiroscope tracings 
Trans lid-binocular-integrator 
The case files of these 100 patients were retrospectively 
5 
evaluated under the Modified Clinical Technique (M.C.T.) and the 
V.P.S. The H.C.T. showed poor sensitivity for detecting those 
who needed training (over 90 percent of the patients were rated 
as normal before training under the M.C.T.). 
The avera&e V.P.S. before training was 45.72, after training 
the average V.P.S. was 87.84. The mean performance on each of the 
ten individual areas scored on the V.P.S. showed improvement after 
V.T . which was significant at the 1 percent level on a paired 
student's t-test. 
Normative Analysis 
Haynes has developed a system of applying index scores to 
d . d f . . d" 12 accommo at1ve an convergence 1n 1ngs. Thi~ is an interval 
scaled system, where the range of normalcy of a finding is defined 
as the population mean! one probable error (P.E.). A P.E. is 
6 
1s equal to 2/3 of a standard devi a tion. The individual findings 
ar e converted into l?tandard scores (S.S.), which are related to 
the statistical z score and so can be manipulated in the same way. 
Accommodative or co,nver gence index scores can be calculated from 
a number of S.S. , to evaluate before and after V.T. effects on 
individuals or groups of patients. A number of theses have been 
done at Pacific University using these index scores to evaluate 
13 14 15 16 
visual performance. ' ' ' 
Sheard's Criterion · 
Dalziel of the University of Waterloo School of Optometry used 
. 17 Sheard's criterion to evaluate the effect of V.T. Dalziel trained 
lOG patients (prepre sbyopic and non-strabismic) diagnosed as having 
convergence insufficiency and failing Sheard's criterion at .4 m. 
Before therapy, 83 percent of the patients reported symptoms 
associated with performance of a near point visual task. Therapy 
consist ed of an average o f 6 we eks of daily home training and 2 
office V.T. visits. After training , 84 percent passed She ard's 
criterion at .4 m, and only 7 percent reported symptoms. 
Other Studies 
18 Daum reported significant increases in positive fusional 
vergence ability and lesser increases in negative fusional vergenc e s 
after training 35 asymptomatic patients with normal binoculari t y. 
These increases were measurable at the conclusion of 3 weeks of 
training and a lso 6 months after tra i ning ended. 
19 Hoffman et. al . reported 90 percent succes~ on training 129 
subjects categorized as either: accommodative, convergence insuffi-
ciency, or general skills cases. This report was a review of 
7 
patient records from a private practice, and the criteria for 
success were sometimes vague. 
V 20 . d 1 d . d . aegan reporte arge an sustaine 1mprovements 1n conver-
gence and divergence after a short period of training. 
. b 1 21 . . . f W1tten erg et. a . noted 1mprovement 1n stereops1s a ter 
specific stereoscopic training. 
Saladin and Rick22 found significant improvement 1n stereop~is 
after several weeks of non-specific ttaining (such as fixating 
ability, and acconunodation-convergence interaction skills). 
23 On the subject of fixation disparity, Arner et. al. and 
Sheedy and Saladin24 have noted that V.T . tended to flatten the 
fixation disparity curve (of Ogle). Sheedy25 later noted that 
V.T. may or may not decrease the amount of the fixation disparity. 
However, the slope of the curve was an excellent guide for m01u-
taring and evaluating the success of a training program. 
Very little has been done 1n the field of accommodation-
26 
specific studies . . Cornsweet published a research note based on 
work with only two subjects. Liu et. a1. 27 published an in-depth 
report on the results of V.T. on specific areas of the accommodative 
performance of three adult females with symptoms related to focusing 
difficulties. They concluded that the V.T . clearly resulted in 
objective and subjective improvement in accommodative function. 
28 Haynes reported succe~s in training near-far response time 
as measured by the distance rock test. 
29 Cooper and Feldman reported success 1n training fusional 
convergence by' stimulating convergence while patients view random 
dot stereograms. They used eight normal adult subjects and four 
sttabismic children. 
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III. Optometric Visual Training Record 
Notes on the _Optometric Visual Training Record 
Having designed this form for possible use ~n the P.U.C.O. 
V.T . clinic, we felt many of the items on it were mandatory and 
requ~re no explanation. Other items we included on the form are 
included more for r easons of personal preference and therefore are 
subject to later revision . We felt it necessary therefore, to 
offer some explanation about some of these (personal preference) 
items. 
First, we tried to leave as much space as possible for cate-
gories labeled "other" to allow flexibility under unusual circum-
stances. This demand was balanced by the necessity of keeping 
the entire form as short as possible (preferably two pages, which 
could be printed on both sides of one page at a later date). 
Secondly, we attempted to confine our test roster to tests 
currently available and commonly performed at P.U.C.O. However, 
we also included some tests which \ve believed will be more commonly 
performed at P.U ; C.O . ~n the near future . 
Notes on Specific Tests 
1. Rocks. We designated the use of the units cu~rently 
+ 
considered standard (- 2.00 D and 8 BI/BO), but also left an option 
open for the use of other units. We initially chose the DST chart 
to be used as the target due to a recent thesis (Brenner et. al., 
1983). However, upon subsequent analysis, :lt may be better to 
standardize (in the P.U.C.O. clinic) use of a chart suggested by 
Dr. Haynes. This chart has already been used in a number of stu-
dies, and also is the basis for a number of established 
9 
normsJS,JO,Jl,J2 , 33 Copies of both the DST and HMH charts are 
enclosed in the Appendices E and F. 
2. Sustained Lens/Prism . A t e st sugg ested by Dr. Stern, 
\vhich is simple and easily performed. We hope to see this test 
performed mo r e commonly in the near future . 
3. Fixation Disparity. A subject of increasing clinical 
and research interest. 25 Sheedy ranked the diagnostic effective-
ness of various fixation disparity variables as: (1) curve type , 
(2) slope of the curve, (3) Y intercept, (4) X intercept (asso-
ciated ~haria) . Of these, the associated phoria is the least 
useful, however the only easily obtained measure. As a comprom1.se , 
we chose to use the range of zero associated phoria, an indirect 
f h 1 34 . d . measure o t e s ope. A recent study establ1.she normat1.ve 
data for this range of zero associated phoria, and also notes an 
intention of continuing study on symptomatic patients. 
4. Eye Movements. We included the Pierce and Percon tests 
because of their general popularity and ability t~ be quantified . 
In addition, the Stern test is included because it more accurately 
reproduces the skills required during reading . The Groffmart and 
Near-Far-Ro~k tests evaluate distinctive skills not covered in 
the previous tests. 
5. Visual P.erception. The MVPT is the only .test which tests 
visual perception free of motor skills . In addition, tachistoscopic 
t e sting is included because of its recently increa sed use, espe-
cially in the field of sports training . 
6. Visual-Perceptual-Notor. Three tests wen~ chosen (Beery, 
Rosner, and Winterhaven) becaus e of their simplicity, popularity, 
and ability to be quantified. Each test concentrates on a 
10 
slightly different age group, therefore, three tests were included 
for thoroughness. 
7. Reading Level. The SORT test was included because it ~s 
quick, easy to administer and score, reliable, and compact. Space 
was left for any other test pe rformed (e.g. Gray or Blackman). 
8. Laterality. Jordan is the foremost test currently in use. 
Howev er, the Piaget test is included because it is faster to 
administer and is normed. 
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Optometric Visual Training Record 
Name: Address: 
-----------------------
Birthdate: 
------
Phone: V.T. Type: GDB Strab Amb Devel LD Sport Enhance 
Date: (1) Age: (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Intern: (1) Advisor: (1) 
(2) -- (2) ----------- (2) 
(3) 
Hab. Rx: (1) OD 
-----------------------OS 
(2) OD 
OS 
(3) OD 
OS 
V.A. 
---
Habitual: OD 
-
40 em I 
6 m I 
Other V.A.: 
(Dynamic, Single .,.--Letter, sc, 
Pinhole, Etc.) 
ACCOMMODATION OD 
-- -
Rocks (C.P.H. @ 40 em): 
± 2.00 D Other: 
Sustained -2.00D: Time (Sec.) 
Other Lens Power Used: 
Dynamic Retinoscopy: (HEH, 
LN, Book, Bell, Dark Room, 
Other: ) 
CONVERGENCE 
Rocks (C.i?.H. @ 40 em): 
8 BilBO Other: 
Sustained Prism: Time (Sec.) BI: 
Prism Power Used: BI: 
N.P.C. (BKIR): 
-- ------
Duct ions (Quoits @ 40 em, BI: 
BKIR): 
Hax. Loose Prism Fused @ 40 em: BI: 
Other Tests: 
BINOCULARITY AND FUSION 
Stereopsis: Randot, Fly, 
Keystone, Aviator, H. Dolman, 
Other: 
(3) (3) 
Other Rx: (A) OD 
(1) 
OS ou 
- -
I I 
I I 
OS ou 
- -
ou 
-
BO: 
BO: 
BO: 
BO: 
OS 
(B) OD 
------------------------------OS 
(C) OD -------------OS 
----------------------·--------
(2) (3) 
OD OS ou OD OS ou 
- - -
~-
-- --
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
-
OD OS ou OD OS ou 
- - - - - -
-
ou ou 
- -
-
BI: BO: BI: BO: 
BI: BO: BI: BO: 
BI: BO: BI: BO: 
BI: BO: BI: BO: 
12 
Worth Dot: ( 1) (2) (3) 
Response: Normal, Dipl., or 40 em 6 m 40 em 6 m 40 em 6 m 
--- --- --- ~-
--Supp. 
Room: Light or Dark 
Fixation Disparity: 40 em 6 m 40 em 6 m 40 em 6 m 
--
--- -- ~-Lens to Neutral (Range): 
Prism to Neutral (Range): 
. 
Test (AO, Mallet, Etc.): 
EYE HOVEMENTS 
Stern Fix. Test: Score: 
Form 1 or Form 2: 
·- -
Pierce Saccade Test: 
Total Time (Sec.): 
Total Errors: 
--
Per~on Saccadic Fix. Test: I I I Number Correct/20: 
Time plus Penalty/Age Norm: I I I 
-
Form FL-1 or. FN-1: 
Groffman Vis. Tracing Test: 
Total Score: 
Age Equivalent: 
Form A or Form B: 
Near-Far Rocks (40cm-6m): 20/25 20/80 20/25 20/80 20/25 20/80 icPH: CPM: CPM: 
VISUAL PERCEPTION 
H.V.P.T.: Raw Score/Per. Age: I I I 
Tach. Cl/100 Sec., 10 Ft.): 
Record# correct/24 possible: 
VISUAL-MOTOR 
Eye-Hand Coordinator (if)Nin): 
--
. Hade A, Time 60, Function: Adult or Child Adult or Child Adult or Child 
VISUAL-PERCEPTUAL-HOTOR 
Beery: Score_jAge Level: I I I 
Rosner: Score/Grade Level: I I I 
Winterhaven: Score/Age Level: I I I 
READING LEVEL 
S.O.R.T.: Score/Grade Level: 
Other: 
LATERALITY 
Jordan: % Wrong: 
Piaget: Circle Correct: A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
13 
Analytical Findings 
Name : 
Date: Date: Date: 
lt3 
.ff l3A 
#4 O.D. 
--o.s. 
itS O.D. 
o.s. 
#7 O.D. 
o.s. 
lt7A O.D. 
o.s. 
---- ---·--·---lf8 
if 9 
#10 
#11 
-- #12 
#13B 
lfl 4A O.D . 
o.s. 
ifl SA 
#l4B O.D. 
--
o.s . 
--# lSB 
ffol6A 
:ffl 6B 
if l7A 
1fl 7B 
#18 
:f l9 O.D. 
o. s . 
o.u. 
no O.D. 
-o.s. 
f-.-
o.u. 
#2 0 _ph . 
:ff2 1 O.D. 
o.s. 
o.u. r- -
# 21 ph. 
Notes: 
14' 
Optometric Visual Training Record: 
Instructions for Interns 
Purpose: 
This form has been prepared to collect a more uniform set of 
data on V.T. Patients over a period of three exams ((1), (2), and 
(3)). It is hoped that this form will aid in the analysis of the 
progress of individual patients, as well as in the collection of 
data on large groups of patients to enable future studies to be 
done on the effectiveness of V.T. 
This form was designed mainly for non-strabismic patients, 
but much of the information on this form can still be collected 
on strabismics. We attempted to keep this form as simple, com-
pact, and self instructive as possible; and a strabismic work-up 
was beyond the scope of this form. 
Demographics: 
Record: Name, age, addr ess, phone, birthdate. V.T. type (any 
which apply). Date (on whid1 testing (1), (2), or (3) occurred). 
Age (of patient on date of (1), (2), or (3)). Intern, Advisor . 
Habitual Rx: Spectacles worn during testing (1), (2), or (3) . 
Any second Rx used can be noted under (A), (B), or (C), and noted 
below on the record for whichever tests that Rx was used. 
Record Findings: 
1 ; Visual Acuity: Record V.A. through habitual spectacles and 
any other V.A. taken (e.g. without Rx (SC), singl e letter, 
dynamic (moving target), or any other methods used). 
2. Accommodation: 
Rocks: + Standardized for use with - 2 . 00 D flippers at 40 em 
15 
with the D.S.T. (or H.M.H.) chart. If the patient can't use 
+ 
- 2.00 D, record the lens used in "other". 
Sustained ~2.00: Record the length of time the patient can 
keep clear and read letters from the D.S.T. chart through a 
-2.00 D over the habitual Rx at 40 em. If longer than one 
minute, record 60+. If any other lens is used, record under 
"other". 
Dynamic Retinoscopy: Circle method used and record results. 
3. Convergence: 
Rocks: Standardized with 8 BilBO flipper at 40 em, using the 
D.S.T. (or H.M.H.) chart . 
Sustained Prism: Amount of time the patient c an keep the 
letters clear and single at 40 em us1ng the D.S.T. chart. If 
longer than one minute, record 60+ . Do Bl first, then BO. 
Ductions: Use quoit vectograms at 40 em. Record break/ 
recovery. 
4. ~inocularity and Fusion: 
Worth Dot: Record response of normal, diplopia, or suppression, 
and whether the room was light or dark. 
Fixation Disparity: Th~ range of lens or prism power over 
which the disparity is equal to zero. Add lenses or prism 
until first misalignment of the , lines. Record the range of 
alignment (e.g. 3 BI to 5 BO, or+. 75 to +1.50 over Rx). 
5 . Eye Movements : 
Stern Fixation Test: Purpose is to objectively evaluate eye 
movements 1-vhich are similar to those performed >vhile reading. 
Fo rm 1 is for grades 1 to 3. Form 2 is for Grades 4 and above. 
Test distance 1s . 40 em. Time: approx imately 5 minutes. 
Record score. 
16 
Pierce Sa~cade Test: Purpose 1s to objectively evaluate 
saccadic eye movements . Test distance 1s 40 em. Time: 
approximately 10 minutes. For all three tests (tests I, II 
and .III) . Record total time 1n seconds and total errors for 
all three tests combined. 
Percon Saccadic Fixation Test: Purpose is to objectively 
evaluate saccadic eye movements. lt 1 S normed for grades 1 
to 6. There are two forms: a letter card (FL-1) and a number 
card (FN-1). Perform the test at 40 em. Time : approx imately 
Stninutes . Record number correct over 20 (# correct/20); and 
also time (in seconds Y plus one second per error over norm 
for age (time and penalty/norm for age). 
Groffman Visual Tracing Test: Purpose is to objectively 
assess smooth pursuit eye movements. lt 1 s normed for people 
aged 7 to 12 and over . There are two forms: Form A and 
Form B. Test distance is 40 em. Time: approximately 10 
minutes to administer both tests. Record total score and 
age equivalent for each test. 
Near-Far Rocks: Test distance 1s from 40 em to 6 m and back 
to 40 em as quickly as possible while still keeping the letters 
clear. Acuity demand ~t both distances is 20/25 or 20/80 
(using the JLM.H. chart). Re cord cycles completed per 
minute under appropriate acuity demand. 
6. Visual Perception: 
Motor-Free Visual Perception Test (M.V.P.T.): Purpose 1s to 
measure Visual perceptual abilities 1n children aged 4 to 9. 
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Time: appro~imately 10 to 15 minutes. There are 36 items. 
Record raw score over perceptual age (raw score/perceptual age). 
Tachistoscop~: Purpose is to objectively assess the range of 
peripheral awareness and train the speed of response ~n an 
individual. Shutter speed: 1/100 second. Distance: 10 feet, 
Acuity demand: 20/200 (43.75 mm tall number at 10 feet). 
Room lights are on. Demonstrate a three digit example just 
above the fixation dot on the screen to show where the numbers 
will be flashed. Run three sets of three digit number and 
three sets of five digit numbers. If a number is called out 
incorrectly or if called out in the wrong order then it is 
incorrect. Record the number of correctly recalled numbers 
over 24 (correct/2'4). 
7. Visual-Motor: 
Eye-Han~ Coordinator: Use Mode A, time 60 seconds, function 
either child or adult setting. The patient competes against 
himself . Record number on display (number per minute). 
8. Visual-Percept_ual-Motor: 
Beery Visual Motor Integration (V.M.I.): Purpose is to assess 
visual-perceptual and fine-motor coordination. Copy forms 
in order without erasing. Normed for ages 2 to 15 but norms 
are most adequate for ages 5 to 13. Time: approximately 10 
to 15 minutes. There are 24 copy forms. Stop after three 
consecutive errors. Record store over age level (score/age 
level). 
Rosner Test of Visual Analysis Skills (T.V.A.S.): Purpose 1s 
to ass~ss patient's ability to understand the relationship 
18 
of parts to wholes. Normed for ages approximately 4 to 8 
(preschool through third grade). Time: approximately 10 
to . 20 minutes. There are 18 items. Stop after two successive 
errors. The ~ubject may erase. Record T.v:A.S. score over 
grade level (T.V.A.S. score/grade level). 
Winterhaven Perceptual Copy Forms: Purpose J.S to predict 
general academic achievement. It's normed for ages 6 to 8 \ . 
Time: approximately 5 to 10 minutes. There are seven copy 
forms with specific scoring criteria for each copy form. 
Record score over age level (score/age level). 
9. Reading Level: 
Slossen Oral Reading Test (S.O.R.T.): Purpose is to determine 
the reading level of an individu.al. It's normed for ages 5 to 
18+. Time: approximately 5 minutes. Th e re are 200 words 
total divided into 10 columns of 20 words each. Record the 
total number of correct .words (raw score) over the grade level 
(raw score/grade level). 
10. Laterality: 
Jordan Left-Right Reversal Test: Purpose is to test for letter 
and number reversals. Time: approximately 10 to 15 minutes. 
Add errors to calculate total raw error score. Convert the 
total raw error score into A % score using the appropriate 
table. Record the % score. A % score 84% is abnormal. Level 
one 1s for ages 5 to 8. Level two is for ages 9 to 12. Level 
one must be done first and added to the level two score to 
use the norm tables. 
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Piaget Right-Left Awarene ss Test: Purpose ~ s to test a child's 
laterality. It's normed for ages 5 to 11 . Time: approximately 
5 minutes. Various questions about the child, examiner, and 
other objects test the child's sens of right and left. Record 
which parts of the test the child performed correctly (Parts 
A, B, C , D, and E) . 
Abbreviations: 
GBD~ General Binocular Dysfunction 
LD: Learning Disability 
SC : Without Correction 
LN: Low Neutral 
CPM: Cycles/Minute 
BK/R: Break/Recovery 
DIPL: Diplopia 
SUPP: Suppre~sion 
MVPT: Hotor-Free Visual Perception Test 
TACH: Tachistoscope 
IV. Appendices 
A. VES Score Sheet . . 
B. Southern California Visual Performance Scale. 
C. SCVPS Recording Forms .. 
D. Normative Analysis Rating Scale 
E. Example DST Chart (A) 
F . HHH Rock Chart. . 
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The SCVPS is a contrived, ordinal s cale that is derived using existing, 
expecteds , and norms. The median is 10, and the semi-interquartile range ex-
t e nds from 5 to 15. On l y the l owe r two quartiles are displayed on the graph. 
The rating s are objectively derived f rom standard optometric data using 
t he work sheet . The tests required to complete the work sheet are: 
1. The analytical examination. 
2. A stereoscopic evaluation of v isual abilities, e.g. the Keystone Vis-
ual Su r vej . 
3. The Van Orden Star Tes t. 
4. Sta ndard "chair skills". 
a. Evaluation of ocular motility. 
b. Near point of convergence. 
c. Near point of accommodation . 
The SCVPS is useful in graphically indicating to the patient where they 
s tand vi s ually, both before and afte.r treatment. In addition, it is a use-
ful tool in reducing optometric data for computer input for research purposes. 
USE OF THE SCVPS WORK SHEET 
I. Pur s uits. 
Tests required: 
1. Standard optometric pursuit test using a penlight or wand as a 
target. Four .items are evaluated: dexterity, freedom from head movement, the 
degree of automation, and stamina. Automation is · defined as the ability to 
maintain pursuits while answe r ing questions. Stamina is judged adequate if 
the initial level of performance can be maintained throughout the two to three 
minutes required for the t e st. 
I I. Sacc adic/Fixation. 
Tes t s requ ired: 
1. Standard optometric evaluation of saccades, using two wands or 
other targets. The lowes t performanc e in any meridian is used for rating 
pu1:pose:;;. Five items are e valuated. The first four are the same items eval-
'Jated under pursuits. The fifth item is fixation stability. The patient is 
a sked to fi xate the test target a nd the time in seconds before an eye movement 
is recorded. Near-far s a ccad es are tested, ~1t are scaled under convergence. 
Latera l saccade s can be measured objectively using an Eye Track, if available. 
: ! Ill h Me•me• !Ill il' American Optometric Association 
Test required: 
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1. Standard optometric N,.P.C. test to break and recovery. If the 
patient is able to converge to the hose, 8 points are given. If not, the 
score achieved for break and recovery is derived from the work sheet. 
I ·1 \i. 
Test~; required: 
l . Positive Relative Acconunodation. This test is given in the 
standard O.E.P.F. manner to blur out. 
2. Negative Relative Accommodation. 'rhis test is given in the 
standard O.E.P.F. manner to blur out. Ifa 16" (40cm) near point test dis-
tanc e i s u sed , +2.50 D. or higher earns 3 points, +2.00 D. and +2.2S D. 
earns 2 point s , +1.50. D. and +1.75 D. earns 1 point. If a different test 
distance isused, the required diopters are adjusted acc ordingly. 
3. The analytical amplitude of accommodation is given in stand-
are O. E.P . t. manne r to first noticeable interference. 
The dioptric values given: on the work sheet for all three tests 
appl y to patients belm., the age of 35. For older patients see the adjust-
ment chart. 
ACCOMMODATIVE AMPLITUDE 
tvhe n rating patients beyond the age of 40, use the following graph 
t:o determine the scores for Analytical Amplitude, Negative Relative Accommo-
dation, and Positive Relat:ive ;;ccomrnodation. 
ANALYTICAL NEGATIVE RELATIVE POSITIVE RELATIVE 
RANGE AHPLITUDE ACCOMMODATION ACCOMMODATION 
3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 
40-4'1 ..:.5.00 -·4. 50 -4.00 -2.50 -2.00 -1.50 +2.50 +2.00 +l.SO 
45-49 -4.00 -·3. 50 -2.00 -2.00 -·1.50 -1.00 +2.25 +l. 75- +1. 2S 
50-54 ·3.00 -2.50 -1.75 -1.50 -1.00 - • 7S +2.00 +1. 50 +1.00 
55-59 -2.50 -2.00 -1.25 -1. 2S - .75 - .so +1. 50 . +1.00 + .7S 
60-64 -1.50 -1.00 - .75 ·- .7S - .so - .25 +1. 25 + .75 + .50 
65 + - .75 - .50 - .25 - . 50 "" .25 0 + .7S + .50 + .25 
4. The Dander's Amplitude Test was give n using a reduced Snellen 
Chart. The poorest rating (R-L-BINO) is used. 
v. 
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I)ONDER ~~!!~~.u~-~-· s NF!'R PqiN!.J?.~~s:coHMODATION BY AGE 
0 - 15 years 8 ems 44 years 25 ems 
16 - 20 years 9 ems 45 years 29 ems 
21 - 25 years 10 ems 4 6 years 33 ems 
26 - 30 years 12 ems 47 years 39 GTilS 
31 - 35 years 14 ems 48 years 44 ems 
36 - 40 years 17 ems 49 years 48 ems 
41 - 42 years 20 ems so years 52 ems 
43 years 23 ems 
Acconunoda tive F1exibilitJ:.. 
Tests requ ired. 
24 
1. ~'lith the subjective in place, for patients under the age of 35 
they a.re asked to alternately clear 2:_2.00 0. flip lenses, using 20/20 reduced 
Snellen line at 40 ems. The numbe r of cycles (l/2 the number of flips) de-
termines the rating. For patients beyond the age of 35 refer to the chart to 
determine the dioptric value of the flips to use. The fused cross-cyclinder 
finding is us ed as the control lens for these patients. 
l\CCOMMODA'I'l ·.: E FIJEXI BILI'I"f 
36 - 45 +1.50 
4G 
- 50 +1.25 Use the flip 
51 - 55 +1.00 lenses indicated 
56 - 60 + 
-
.75 according to age. 
61. - 65 + .so 
65 Plus + .25 
2. With the supjective in place at far point, patients under the age 
of 35 are asked to clear. -2.00 D. lerises using the 20/20 line as quickly as pos-
sible. The nwnber of seconds required to clear the line determines the rating. 
VI. Visual Acuitl. 
Tests required. 
1. Snellen ncar and far. These tests are given in the standard man-
ner . The smallest line cleared determines the rating. 
2. Stereoscope tests. The work sheet is rated for Keystone Visual 
Survey te st s DB 4~, 5, 6, 12, 13, 14. The Titmus or Vectographic tests can 
also be u s ed by adjusting for equivalent findings. In all cases, the best 
acuity , free_~_~ppres_s.Lo_~, is used to determine the rating. 
VII. Binocular Alignment. 
Tests required. 
THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISUAL 
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1. Habitual phorias, far and near, both lateral and vertical. 
25 
2. Lateral posture far and near tests, in a stereoscope. Keystone 
DB 3, 10 or equivalent. 
3. Van Orden Star. Each apex should be 34 mm fran t.he center line 
of the characters, and separated by 77 utm, Any deviation from this norm de-
termines the rating. 
Tests required. 
1. Determine the AC/A by either gradiant or computation method. 
2. Compute the unfused cross cylinder net using the standard 
O.E.P.F. me thod. 
3. Compute the fused cross cylinder net using the standard 
O.E.P.F. method. 
IX. Fusion. 
Tt~st.s required. 
1. Fusion test in a stereoscope, e.g. Keystone DB 4, 11 for far 
and near. 
2. Near and far point ductions to break and recovery using stand-
ard O.E.P.F. methods. 
Each of these two skills are rated at 5 points in the overall, ra-
ther than 10, so for convenience they are rated together. 
Tests required. 
l. Either a stereoscopic or vectographic test of stereopsis. The 
Keystone Test DB 7 or the Wirt (preferably .the Randot version) is acceptable. 
Clinical experience indicates that scores are higher on the Wirt (smaller dis-
parity is detectable). The ratings, however, are based on equal seconds of Arc. 
2. P.atings on suppression come from tests administered for other 
binocular skills. 
a. Ductions 
b. Phorias 
THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISUAL 
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c. Keys tone Survey near and far 
26 
d. N.P.C. If fusion is broken, and the patient sees double, he 
gets -credit. If convergence is to the nose, he also gets credit for this point. 
Total scores falling below 50 indicate that overall . the patient is in the 
lowest quartile of the population. 'fhese patients are generally in need of vi-
sion therapy. Patients with overall scores between 50 and 80 may also require 
vision therapy, but the likelyhood is less certain. Patients with scores above 
80 will generally require vision therapy only when the visual skills required, or 
desired, are above average, e.g. pilots, professional athletes, etc. 
27 
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DATE: (1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
- - --------- - - - -------- --.--.-- r-- ·--·------------··- -------- ----~T--.---r-----, 
3 I ACCOfU10DATIVE AMPLITUDE PURSUITS 2 3 
- -----------·--·----- ---.---1- -t- i- f------------------------,----t-1---+------l 
SMOOTH, AL~A YS ON TARGET 3 
-::---:--~-~:---.-,.-,------------·---o- ---SMOOT K, SOM ETIME S OFF TAR GET 2 
. j E RKY-::GTI~TRALLY-ON TA pJ;1T-- 1 
FREE 0 F HEll D 11 OV E.t~E~----+-=3--t--+-+--1 
·-H~BU T c At~-:Ti~ll B I T ----- ~- , 
I~U TOMAfi5--PUR~sUTr---------· -3--+--- t-, --1,-j 
R. EDU CED AU T0 11A-fl()-tJ --- 2 
----------·--·-·-- ----~1'-:--·!-----1--l--AO EQUATE STAMINA 1 
---------+-11---1--1---1 
TOTAL 
-. --________ _______ _ ...____._ __ ...,..____._-! 
;ACCADIC FIXATION 
------------- - -·- -- -- -----· ---,--,- -- --,---
ACCURA TE SACCADE S 2 
SL IGHT I NACCLi'i~ACtES 1 
- ·-- ---·· 
FRE!_qF HE AD HOVEl-lENT ~ 
H. M .. BUT CA N INHIBIT 2 
------ -SL IGHT H.M . PERSI STS 1 
7\urm·\Ano ·sAccAoE's-· ----- z~-+-f-­
·-RTIJLTE1o7iUT"oMAfiD"N__________ 1 
FIXATION STABLE FOR 20 S:-::E,_C-. -~--co2--l--t--+--t 
·-- --- -
PO S. REL. ACC . 3.000. 3 
,-- . i. 250. 2 
-·--------------·------2 . 0 0 D . =--+---=-:-1 -+--t---t--1 
~--, ---- ---~-·-· ::... N ~ G. REL. ACC. D. - TEST D1ST. 3 
WITHIN .500. OF DIST. 2 
---~wffHT-N -T. 000. OF DIS T. 1 
ANALYTICAL AMP. 6.000. 3 
5.000. 2 
~- -----------T-~=--------_,~ 4.000. 1 
- DON DE RS __ w_I_T_H_I_N---.8r--cM. oR AGE -~No""'R",-M-.+-c-,-+--+---t---t 
- ------------------it--+--+-......-t- -i 
TOTAL 
----------------·------------~--~~-~~ 
ACCOMMODATIVE FLEXIBILITY 
--- --------------------r- -r--.-----.,-
THRU FULL PLUS SUBJ . 
·-~AR POINT 
- CYLES/MIN-.-~+~2~.0~0--~~---~~--+--+-~ 
" 
" 
II 
11-,------~~1-· .. ---·-------r-----+~ 
II 
--------~~~------------~----~-! FIXA TI ON STABLE FOR 10 SEC. 1 
-- ------------·-·------ -t--~r--r--- --· --------·----- - - - ----r--+-- 1---+--J ~ADEQUATE STf~M INA _ _ -t-1-t------+----ir--t FAR PO I NT -2. 0 0 
-----·-··-·-- ---------------__ - -t-+--
1
, -- CLEARS 20/2 0 : ~ ~-~~~ :-
- -- --------~-----+---+--+--1-- ----- -=-~~---~-+~ IN 5 SEC. 
------------- - - ------ ---lf----1--- lt - 1---------·----...:;_ _____ --+_.f--+--t----l 
TOTAL 
------------------~---'----=--------
:ONVERGENCE 
--- -- -- ----·------ --,---.-----r-- ---
PURSUIT 
-------------------+..---1----+---1-l TO NOSE 8 
BREAK W ITITfTJ" 2. 5 CMS. -----:--~ 
BREAK WI THTTis~·TMs:----- 2 
- -wTfHI N HI\ B . w . D . -- 1 
-RECOV-ERY WTTH IN 5 Ct1 S. . 3 
-REc61TE''R1lWTTH-irf'"To··fMs:-- 2 
WITHIN HAB. W.O. 1 
SACCAD E 
Acc-=uR-1~-TE--,- DIRECT SH IFT S 
FAR T 0 NE AR ---+:-1 -+--+--t------1 
- - NEAR TO FAR I 
---- - --~~-+--4--i 
--------~-----------t--1--+-4-~ 
TO TAL 
TOTAL 
-----------~- --·-....------'----- '--~~--i 
ACUITY (WITH BEST LENS) 
SNELLEN {IN WOR ST EYE) 
BOTH FAR AND NEAR 20/20 Lt 
II 2 0/3 0-----i--:::--f 3 
II 20/40 
---------~ ..~- ----~2~0~/5~0~---~~ 
--
2 
1 
STEREOSCOPE 
,_ __ FAR lNO-TOCCLUDEOT 
-
IN WORST EYE = TO OR > 9 2 
I I > 7 1 
I·J .....,E A-,-R-_.,-( N-:0-=-T OC C L U 0 E 0) 
IN WORST EYE = TO OR > 16 2 
1 
2 
II > 13 
-ALL B I NO = T 0 OR > MON0:::-~----+-:::-1f--+--+--
- - ------------------t-t--+--;--t 
TOTAL 
- ---·---------·---- ---'----'-"----'---'-------------- -------"----'---'---'----' 
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I BINOCULAR ALI GN~1ENT I 2 3 FUSiON l 2 3 
-
LATERAL 
P. R. HAB . PHORIA I ES0-2EXO · I P.R. KEYSTONE I MM. & CONST. I 
- :-- - 1 f- 1 2ES0-4EXO 2 INTERMITTENT 2 
-~-HAB :--pj:joR I A --4EX0-8EXO 1 P.P. KEYSTONE IHH. & CQ-NST. I 
--- -- --- - ----- :-:-~- I NTERt11 TTENT 1 ORTH-lOEXO 2 ·:~: 
KEYS TONE P.R. 8-10 l P.R. DUCT IONS BO BREAK = OR> 19 1 
- - - f)- 12 f--j- BO BREAK = OR> I 0 1 :!_ . 2 
KEYS TO NE P.P . 4-6 1 BO REC. = OR> 10 1 
---. -- ·-·- --------.- --r--s-- ----- r-r--- -- BO REC. OR> 5 ! 2 = 
- -----VERTIC AL Bl BREAK = OR> 9 . 1 
PHOROPTOR P.R . o-.s 1 1--· B I BREAK OR> 5 1 = ~ 
---------- ·- -r-
. 5-1. 5 -; Bl REC . = OR> . 5 l 
---- -- ..c:-- --·- 1 PHORO PTOR P.P . 0-.5 1 Bl REC . - OR> 3 2 
. 5-1.5 . ·,...-- P. P. DUCTIONS BO BREAK = OR> 21 1 2 
- - --KEYs T 0 N E-Li N EONTI R c L E --- -I BO BREAK = OR> 11 1 2 
.. 
ON· # 1 - ---;- OR> 15 L.l NE 2 60 REC. = 1 
-- --- - ·· - OR> 8 1 z AXIS BO REC . = 2 
vo STAR SPAT. VARI. <3MI1 . 2 Bl BREAK :: OR> 22 1 
- - -S PAT. VAR f . 3- 6M~i . 1 81 BREAK = OR> 11 1 2 
- - -·-·- 1 - OR> 18 1 SPAT. VAR I. 7-9MM. 2 Bl REC. = 
STABLE ON PHORIA TESTS ! 81 REC. = OR> 9 ! 
STABLE OtJ KEYSTONE LAT. POSTURE i 
------
--------·- -
TOTAL TOTAL 
- -·--------- - -------- ---- ---·-- ... -··--·--- ---- - - · --- ·· 
..____ 
FOCUS-ALI GNf1ENT RELATIONSHIPS STEREOPSIS/SUPPRESSION 
------ - - - ,.--
GRADIE NT AC -11 RATIO 
BETWEEN 3/1 c 5/1 2 STEREOPSIS 
UNFUSED XCYL . NETS > + . 75 4 KEYSTONE -· WIRT 
> + .50 ~ LINE 12 5 5 
> + .25 2 10 4 · 4 
FUS ED XCYL. NET > + . 75 4 4 2 3 
> + .50 3 1 1 1 
--
> + .25 2 SUPPRESSION 
·- --· 
- NO SUPPR. ON DUCT IONS' 1 
NO SUPPR. ON PHORIAS 1 
- - --- ---- NO SUPPR. ON KEYSTONE P.R. 1 
----
. NO SUPPR. ON KEYSTONE P.P. 1 
--
- -
DIPLOPIA WITHIN N. p .C. l 
TOTAL TOTAL 
DIAGNOSIS: GRAND TOTAL 
' 
COt~I"\ENT S: 
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NAr1E: ___ _ 
- - - --- -------
BIRTHDATE: --------
EXAMINER: TELEPHONE: 
-----------------
l~~~-~-l-~D-----1~ARG I NAll~~;~~-;;-·--;~ TE 
DATE 
EYE MOVEr·1ENT SKILLS o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
·=::::.=:::=:=-=.:::: =.:::--.:.·;::-.=== === ·l:===cc= ..= -·== = ==J:=====1======t====>t=====::j 
PURSUIT 
---------- - --------- -- ------------ l===-=========1==~=-= t-===,--------+--------
SACCADIC FIXATION· 
- --- ------- -------'1=;=....::= ==- -===i=====F===t----i-~---1 
CONVERGENCE 
. 
EYE FOCUSING SKILLS 
===== =========~·===========~~====F=====F=====*=======F======-:= 
--·--------- ~--=====-=- =-========~F=====F===~~~----~-------4 
FLEXIBILITY 
----- -- --------r.-=========--====t.===F===;t-- ·- - r----j 
--------- ---·- - --------- -1-- - -- - ------------1-- ---+-----+------11-------1 
BINOCULA R ALIGNMENT 
FOCUS-ALIGNMENT 
-----··- --- ---------j====== "====t=====F== 
DIAGNOSIS: 
@ 1 9 81 , R a 1 p h E. Schrock ~ 0. D . 
" 'J .Pl·vd'IVE ANALYSIS RATING SCALE 
T-llnp li tude ( Rc) 
Mean 
NPC (K) 2.5" 
P.E. 
.7" 
NPC (R) 4" l. 7" 
Dev. Score. 
----~-------------------Convergence Posture (Pc) 
8 .5 xo 1.7 
·-----
1381 4 xo 3.5 
l3B O 6.5 xo .4 
---;..-
~ (3,l3B) • 75 .23 
s (8, l5A) .55 • 2 
s (8,158) .6 . 2 
Fxd 
fxd 
S(Fxd) 
Convergence .Facility (Fe) 
9 (£.1&0) 8 (12) 3 
lOK 19 4.6 
lOR ._ 9 3 
llK 8 2.2 
·'------ -
llR 3.5 1.8 
lOR-8 9 3 
llR-8 3 1.8 
llR-lOR 12 2.8 
llK-lOK 28 4 
16A (B&O) 13 (16) 4 
16K 19 4.7 . 
16R 9 4 
------·--· 17A (B&O) .11 ( 14) 3 
-----
l7K 20 2.8 
17R 12 2.9 
16R-l3B 11 4 
17R-13B 8 3.3 
17R-16R 22 4 
17K-16K 38 5 
17A-16A 23 (30) 5 (6) 
Convergence Response Time (C/M) 
BO {8) 23 5 
Bl (8) 18 5 
Asy~etric Convergence (B.M.F.) @ 33cm. 
R+L~2,BK 42° 50 
R+L-:-2,R J?0--.----5°·- ------------~ 
BK-R ~ ]..7° 
Other 
Other 
2: (Sc x f) 
L(f) X 10 
------
30 
... ,, . ··-- - ~ ><--- --- ..... -· · · ·~--- -- - - -- - ~ .. -----·-- ' __ , ____ _ 
Exam . Dd t e ------·---·-------~-~--.----
~,.:commodative Sets 
Amplitude (Ra) 
Mean P.E. Dev. Score 
NPl-\- P ( Qll) 
- -----------·----
Accommodative Posture (Pa) 
14A-P +1. 25 . 37 
14AlO_p +2:00--. SO 
l4B•P +1.00 .37 l4alO_p +1.62 ___ :_s_o ________________ _ 
S(-148) .80 .15 
S (+14B) . 60 .15 
----~---~~----------------Dynamic Retinoscopy 
MEM" 4 (#Card) __ ..:_22 _._1_8 _____ . 
HEM*4(20/100) .62 .18 
LN·.4-p .. ~-.-8?..,-. --.-3-7-------
----S(HEt-1) (20/100) .80 . 08 
S ( HdY) . 7 S ...,. . 15 -
Acco~nodative Facility (Fa) 
2pB-P 2.50 .87 
2GBO-P 3.50 1.00 
20R-P 2.62 1.00 
------
. 20B0- 20R .. 87 .62 
. . 
----------------
::::oso-21ao 6.00 1.12 
-------------- -·---20R-l4B 
21B-P 
2JBO-P 
21R-P 
21B0-.21R 
21R-20R 
21R-14B 
19-P 
5-4 
S(HNr) 
4.50 1.12 
1. 87 . 37 
2.37 .so __ __ .. ________ - ·--·---
1.87 .37 
-------
. 50 . 37 
·-----------·---~5_._2~5 __ ~1~·~12 ____ __ 
1.00 .37 
4.25 1.25 
1.12 .37 
--. . -·~s-----:-, ':"'c ------· 
- • 1.;:.1 
Accommodative Res}:Jon;,;•~ Ti!r: .::: \C/M) 
Plus (bin.) 21 c:. 
- ·- ---.. ------Minus (bin.) r:. s 
.. --------·--------.----
Other 
----·----------
" 
' A-Sc. ~ . 0 I J 
= I 2 1 
3 
I 
4 1(fj ; · ~: f. I= I Sc.x f. 
f.(Sc X f) 
Ai == l: (f) X 10 ~ 
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o i p Ll f j 1 b w y L y u o e m c g z s 11 m r v x u j w p g f o 1 
1 z h r m u o g · s pi j f 1 d a k n p c q t"' u b rn s 1 x c y e k 
h s f o g c a l t b e p t g m l o s c d z h e Ll y g e k w n r o b 
d g y r h j k s p o m d b v c x z q w e t r y k p o b u a c f t v 
w a l o b u x g w e j t w k y i m o c a w n i r t e s n d w l h. l 
s b r w j y e h d s l f d p b 1 c u f s y h k p m a c v r f i w q 
j f s h k p m a v r 1 w y h x e b q p l c j u v t r e n s p l k t 
m 1 k b v r q t m w e p o b u n v f i w s x g a d c z r t e h f m 
k i t e m f k o z s c w r u s q e t u o m v r c p o a s k b d J p 
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a d n t s v w 1 h r f a k m i l f t p l c o j z b u e f k m 1 z o 
e p m l d k i o w t e d 1 r q b m n j w r x c k a z r q 1 t w v t 
v d s v n c e d r a k i m b y z x f o h e 1 k t v y s f c a p m o 
q i h o t k p b y 1 a n x v e a n1 s b c f r e b h i w q n r k n L 
s t f d a m i v r z e f j u i k n p r t k n w p 1 e o z k j b l t 
i b i k w s g d c w t g p e o f r e u d m p u q a b J f w m a r s 
m 1 h j p d w s n e t k s j r m h c g 1 J t h f ~ p n k x r t o h 
b d s b 1 a v g p j m f h d w s n f u e r v s q m k o a s v q b a 
r o f J s k n t 1 o a q b p r c e i p n j m b e y z l w u i x v k 
1 n e v o x p r w l z k d t f a r m i g z b g u f a n h s k r n p 
a z j t m k f e r c w n g m s c y w t e a i o x e c z f n i t J 1 
e h k a p s c 1 1 n v y j c f i e b m 1 v w k d g r a g u J o f r 
w v t m g d n t d a x i k b y J r k a f s i q w J 1 o r p s m t a 
o s j i p u w z e y m j a e f u t s k o 1 w p n q a y c m b J z h 
k a f t c g a n b n q w f d o s c t r j f i x o k w q n p r f b t 
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